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NOTES  INTRODUCING  SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

SECTION 1.-RAILWAYS. 

7 JUNE, 1899. 

“What is a Light Railway, 
and what Circumstances should  govern the Gauge ? ” 

By ARTHUR CADLICK PAIN, M. Inst. C.E. 

A light  railway  might be defined as a railway constructed to  suit 
the class and volume of traffic likely  to be conveyed thereon, 
having  either  the  standard 4 feet 84 inches  gauge of Great  Britain, 
which is  fast becoming the  standard  gauge of the world, or one of 
the numerous narrower gauges, such as 3 feet 6 inches, or  the 
mctre-gauge of 3 feet 38 inches, or 3 feet, or 2 feet 6 inches, or 
1 foot 1lg inches, or even  only l foot 3 inches. The  last is believed 
to be used only  in works, and is in no case aut,horised on lines for 
public traffic. 

The  advantages of a narrower  gauge  than 4 feet 84 inches  may 
be taken for granted,  as  regards economy in first cost, even in  an 
easy country, and much more so in a rough, hilly,  or mountainous 
district;  but it is not  easy  to see the  advantages of so many 
variations. Attention  has been drawn  again  and  again,  but  with- 
out much avail, to  the  desirability of standardizing  these smaller 
gauges, ancl making them, say for the sake of argument, 3 feet 
and 2 feet. The difference in first cost between lines of 3 feet 
3;. inches  and 3 feet,  and  between 1 foot 113 inches  and 2 feet, is 
small ; the advantages of uniformity  are  great. Manufacturers of 
rails and  fastenings, switches and crossings, girder bridges,  iron 
station-buildings, locomotives, carriages of three elapses, and goods 
and nlineral  trucks of various kinds, would construct  them to 111orc: 
urliform patterns,  thereby  reducing considerably their first cost 
and  the cost of repairs. 

Wherever  there  is a great main-line railway,  small  towns  and 
villages desire to  be  given  the  advantages of closer con~munication ; 
and it must be bettor  to  have  only  two  gaugcs on tho one system 

1  be &yi.wear, vol.  lxxxvii. p. 562. ; Euginet.ri,tg, vol.  Ixvii. pp. 73:: ancl 753 ; 
~. - 

T& .l&&ical Heotiew, vol.  xliv. p. 965. 
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than specimens of a greater number. I n  a large  numher of places 
the  narrower  gauge would lead to  the  development of the locality, 
and  justify  the  subsequent  change  to a wider gauge, when every- 
thing  but  the fixed structures could be removed to some other 
district  requiring  similar development. Even of the fixed struc- 
tures,  parts  might  be removed, such  as  girders of bridges;  and 
certainly some of the  station  buildings could be so constructed as 
to be  removable  if necessary. It is a mistake  to  try  to  construct 
a light  railway of narrow  gauge so that it can subsequently  be 
altered  into a full  gauge  by  laying down  a heavier  permanent 
way:  except  in  an easy country,  and  then only as regards  the 
width of land taken. If B %foot gauge is decided upon, the 
permanent  way should be  laid  suitable  in  all respects for that  
gauge only, and  no  attempt should be made to  construct it as a 
kind of cross between a turnpike road and a  footpath. The 
standardizing of narrow  gauges  to  two  widths  should lead to  the 
development of a mileage on light-railway  lines  greater  than is a t  
present  thought  to be probable. 

From  the  military  point of view, as  well  as  the commercial, it 
is highly desirable that  the War Department should be able at the 
shortest notice to  obtain  materials  and stock  for shipment  to  any 
part of the world, for  laying down B lighter class of railway  than 
that of the  ordinary gauge. The  standardizing  to  two  narrow 
gauges would largely  aid  in  this object, and would enable  the 
oficer  in command of an expedition t o  follow up  the advance 
of his troops by a light  railway for providing  them  with  the 
necessaries of life and  munitions of war. 

“ Time ’: is  now becoming more and more the ‘‘ essence of the 
contract,” to use a specification phrase ; and  anyt,hing which will 
enable civil  or  military operations to be conducted with  rapidity 
and certainty is of national importance. The  fact of large orders 
for bridgework, locomotives, carriages, &C., having  recently been 
sent to manufacturers in the  United  States,  has been owing  mainly 
t,o their  ability  to  ensure  prompt delivery,  if their own types wcro 
accepted ; and  points t.o the necessity for standardizing gauge and 
stock in  this  country.  This  is a matter  that  requires  full  investi- 
gation before any decision is arrived at. It is to  this  Institution 
that engineers all over the world look, to  set on foot such enquiries ; 
and on0 object of the  writer  is  to express the feeling of those 
who  have  the deepest interest in the  matter,  and  their hope that 
the Council will  take  such steps as thay luny think de&dllc: for 
obtaining  the necessary information. 
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